
STIPENDIARY STEWARDS REPORT 

 
 
 

MEETING DETAILS: 

Club: Forbury Park Trotting Club Inc at Forbury Park Date: Thursday, 3 July 2014 

Weather: Overcast 
Track: Good 

Rail: Not applicable 

Stewards: C Allison, M Davidson & C Boyd 

Typist: M Fahey 

 
 

General: 
 
 

 
 

Supplementary: 
 
 

 
 

SUMMARY: 

Swabbing: BONO HEST, MARGARITA, DOVES VEECEE, WHOZIDEAWASTHIS, RISK FACTOR, MONNAY, ALTA 
JEROME, JOE THE HUNTER, RIGA DOON 

Protests: Race     1 MR MAJESTIC 

Relegated from 2nd placing to 9th - causing interference at 1000 metre mark - Rule 
869(8)(b) 

Suspensions:               Nil 

Fines: Race     1 M Williamson (MR MAJESTIC) 
[Rule 869(3)(b)] Careless Driving 1000 metres. Fined $300.00. 

 Race     3 J Gameson (DOVES VEECEE) 
[Rule 849(2)] Presented  without any saddlecloth number Fined $100.00. 

Warnings: Race     2 M Kerr (PRINCESS ARTS) 
[Rule 868(3)] Reminded of obligations to ensure drives horse out fully to finish line. 

Bleeders:               Nil 

Horse Actions: Race     1 CONTINENTAL LOVER - Unruly Stands Trainers Request 

 Race     3 NOTHINGFORTHEMEDIA - Cleared from Unruly Stand Trainers Request 

 Race     3 ROXY ROX - Warned Mobiles 

 Race     5 PRESIDENT OBAMA - Warned Mobiles - Caused False Start 

 Race     5 WEEDON'S EXPRESS - Warned Mobiles - Caused False Start 

Medical Certificates:               Nil 

Driver Changes:               Nil 

Late Scratchings: Race     1 SNOW BOY - Transport breakdown 

 Race     9 BLAZING BRACELET - Veterinary advice 

Scratching Penalties: Ineligible from 04/07/2014 until 07/07/2014 inclusive (4 days): 
NIKOLA, EASTBURN MARA, GOODNESS GRACIOUS ME, BENIHANA 

  

Ineligible from 04/07/2014 until 13/07/2014 inclusive (10 days): 
BRICKY MCGOWAN, EARLS BULLER GIRL 

  

Exceptional Circumstances: 
SNOW BOY, BLAZING BRACELET 



 
 

RACE COMMENTS: 

Race 1 DUNEDIN CITY FORD TROT 

SNOW BOY was a late scratching at 4.52pm after trainer S Lock advised the Stewards he had suffered mechanical problems 
while transporting his team to Dunedin. 
CONTINENTAL LOVER, TACHMA and CALL ME TIMMY S all broke over the early stages. 
After approximately 100 metres HAZEL ALICE broke. 
Approaching the 1600 metre mark AMERICAN HOLIDAY broke, settled briefly then broke again and was retired from the 
event. 
QUEEN MARY raced keenly when being challenged for the lead by MR MAJESTIC during the middle stages. 
With approximately 1000 metres to run QUEEN MARY (D McCormick) broke while racing inside MR MAJESTIC  (M 
Williamson) which had crossed over to the lead. As a result HOPE AND PRAY broke and the body of the field was disrupted. 
WRESTLE POINT was also badly impeded by the breaking QUEEN MARY causing it to lose several lengths. 
CONTINENTAL LOVER broke again near the 300 metre mark. 
LIMA LAD trotted roughly rounding the final bend then broke through the early stages of the run home. 
The Stewards lodged a Protest against second placing being awarded to MR MAJESTIC alleging MR MAJESTIC  (M 
Williamson) shifted ground inwards near the 1000 metre mark when insufficiently clear of QUEEN MARY  (D McCormick) 
causing QUEEN MARY to break.  
After hearing evidence from D McCormick, M Williamson, trainer A Faulks and the Stewards the JCA upheld the Protest and 
relegated MR MAJESTIC to ninth placing.  
Horseman M Williamson admitted a breach of Rule 869(3)(b) alleging he drove carelessly and he was fined $300 by the JCA. 
The Stewards further withheld forth placing to the promoted LIMA LAD until they were satisfied LIMA LAD had not breached 
the breaking horse regulations near the 200 metre mark. 
CONTINENTAL LOVER was placed on the unruly for standing starts at the request of trainer J Gameson. 
 

Race 2 WASHINGTON VC FILLIES & MARES MOBILE PACE 

The start of this event started approximately four minutes late due to the Protest in the previous race. 
At the dispatch point DIXON hung inwards then broke before settling approximately four lengths off the back of the field.. 
PAY ME QUICK raced greenly when improving its position three wide passing the 1200 metre mark. 
M Kerr (PRINCESS ARTS) was shown a replay of the final stages and reminded of his obligations to fully ensure he drives his 
horse out until the finish line. 
When questioned regarding the performance of PRINCESS ARTS driver M Kerr advised he was satisfied with the effort 
considering it was the two year old fillys first race day start. 
 

Race 3 PRYDE'S EASIFEED MOBILE PACE 

ROXY ROX galloped briefly in the score up and was back several lengths from the unruly position. The connections were 
issued with a final warning for the mares mobile barrier manners.  
NOTHINGFORTHEMEDIA raced in restricted room briefly near the 200 metre mark when the lead horse DOVES VEECEE 
drifted out slightly. 
ROXY ROX and PANADEAN were both held up rounding the final bend.   
PANADEAN paced roughly over the concluding stages when being driven out. 
Driver M Williamson reported that PANADEAN had paced roughly throughout the running. 
Trainer J Gameson admitted a breach of Rule 849(2) in that he failed to present DOVES VEECEE with any saddle cloth number 
and he was fined $100 by the JCA. 
 

Race 4 SPEIGHTS PACE 

STEAL A GRIN broke at the start with ROME also breaking when attempting to avoid the breaking STEAL A GRIN. 
SUNNIVUE BAY BOY was obliged to race three wide without cover from the 1300 metre mark with SUNNIVUE BAY BOY 
making the bend awkwardly passing the 1000 metre mark. 
JERRY FITZ was held up rounding the final bend. 
 

Race 5 KEEP IT CLEAN MOBILE PACE 

A false start was declared when WEEDON'S EXPRESS broke prior to the start checking PRESIDENT OBAMA and KOREE 



JAYNE.  
Driver C McDowell (WEEDON'S EXPRESS) elected to remain in its original position for the restart. 
A second false start was declared when PRESIDENT OBAMA broke in the score up checking several runners.  
In the restart driver L McCormick (PRESIDENT OBAMA) elected to remain in its original position. 
At the start DOMINO DENARIO hung inwards. 
SCOTTISH DUCHESS was obliged to race three wide without cover through the early stages until reaching the parked position 
near the 1500 metre mark. 
MR MEDDLE was obliged to race three wide without cover over the final 1000 metres. 
PRESIDENT OBAMA and SCOTTISH DUCHESS were both held up by the tiring CANDERDEL rounding the final bend. 
When questioned regarding the performance of the favourite AMELIA POND driver D Dunn advised he was pushed wide on 
the track when attempting to improve his position on the final bend. He further advised that AMELIA POND was however 
struggling at this point of the race and that it failed to run on in the home straight. 
 

Race 6 BIDVEST HANDICAP TROT 

The start of this race was rescheduled to 8.10pm due to the false starts in the previous race. 
The near side number on NGAIRE MARGARET broke and was removed prior to the race. 
SPIN DOCTOR broke over the early stages before breaking again with 1300 metres to run. 
SIXTY PLUS broke after 150 metres with NICKELSON breaking when attempting to shift around the breaking SIXTY PLUS. 
NGAIRE MARGARET broke near the 2300 metre mark and again with 900 metres to run. 
SPEEDY EARL trotted roughly in behind over the final stages of the race. 
With 300 metres to run JUNEAMY CASTLETON which was being challenged for the lead broke. 
Following this race driver D O'Connell advised the Stewards SPIN DOCTOR had been striking the foot rests throughout the 
running causing steering difficulties with the gelding. 
 

Race 7 DUNEDIN HOLIDAY PARK MOBILE PACE 

HOMEFORABUBBLY and ALTA JEROME were back off the gate after being slow out of the pre race formation. 
GO THE STAGS raced greenly through the early stages. 
MCCRACKEN commenced to give ground on the final bend impeding SHORTYS DESIRE. 
ELBEAU was held up through the early stages of the run home. 
The Stewards questioned D Dunn (ELBEAU) as to why he elected not to improve in the passing lane in the home straight. Mr 
Dunn advised he believed the leader would not take him to the passing lane and he would lose his momentum. He then 
elected to shift ground outwards and although held up through the early stages of the run home ELBEAU had only battled 
over the concluding stages. After hearing Mr Dunn's explanation no further action was required. 
 

Race 8 THANK YOU ZELDA PACE 

BRYLEIGH STAR and SONJA CONGO both tangled at the start. 
CREAM IT CULLEN hung throughout the running. 
 

Race 9 OTAGO DAILY TIMES MOBILE PACE 

BLAZING BRACELET was declared a late scratching on veterinary advice after suffering a neck injury while being transported 
to the races. 
The boring pole was removed from FRANCO JOAQUIN prior to the start of this race after it warmed up unfavourably. 
HALFMOON BAY skyed its head through the early stages and continued to race greenly throughout the race. 
ATTACK MAC hung inwards passing the 1000 metre mark placing driver S Walkinshaw in difficulty. 
ELUSIVE EDGAR was held up round the final bend and through the early stages of the run home.  
SMILING ARMADA was also held up rounding the final bend and had difficulty obtaining clear racing room through the run 
home. 
SMILING ARMADA ran out of racing room over the final stages and had to be restrained by driver B Barclay. 
In the home straight ATTACK MAC hung and again proved difficult for horseman S Walkinshaw to control. 
 

 


